The Fall			Act Two			Genesis 3
What went wrong? What goes wrong? As with creation, for which we need to look around us as well as, or even more than trying to look back, so with the Fall. Some of the questions thrown up whether through a certain approach to science or history may not be very good questions. The issue the Bible invites us into, immediately on the back of creation, is to consider what human beings placed in the garden of God’s creating have got up to. With an appreciation of God’s will and purposes as “good”, and indeed God’s power to act as being again for good, the idea of the “Fall” takes us immediately to an understanding of the creature being less single-minded. We have to think about what happens. We have to think about the consequences of what happens.
As with creation, texts from throughout Scripture would raise food for thought on the Fall, but the key text is again in the book of Genesis, with much of chapters 3 to 11 furnishing the narrative. Narrative is at the heart of the matter, just as it is for any kind of falling. How a hip came to be broken, how someone fell away from regularly belonging, how something that worked well is no more what it once was, all of this requires story, and regularly a combination of how we are actors and acted upon. And so the Bible gives us Adam and Eve, and then Cain and Abel; and other characters too, some named and dwelt upon, Lamech for example, Noah for another; others whose names are not recorded, those who built the Tower of Babel. The conspicuous problem, whether around eating a fruit or constructing an early sort of skyscraper, is a fall away from God, a breaking of the bond between creator and creature.
The details of the Fall narrative allow for many angles of interpretation – which in itself is rather helpful. There is much to think about. One recent study I read breaks the matter up under four heads. The first is a head of shame and guilt. This is symptomatic of the problem, a loss of ease and contentment as the consequence of what we have yielded to. Then must come some discourse and reflection on separation, for that is at the heart of the problem. A will to act apart from the will of God, a pride which encourages a self-assessment which is ungrateful as well as over-optimistic. The consequence is disharmony both in amongst the creatures themselves and disharmony between the creature and the creator. And then we must take on board that the loss of peace is more major than we would care to realise. It deserves the name of curse, for it is in many respects a horrible reality. All sorts of things are distorted and liable to disintegration. Finally it is a revelation that God’s provision of a tree of life has been devalued for the sake of gaining knowledge. Knowledge of “good and evil” is Biblical shorthand for knowledge of anything and everything, but the worst aspect of this is that we are given to know that we shall die. Adam and Eve thought the risk worth taking, but in view of mortality, all sorts of awful things might be countenanced – and the first example given is that a brother might decide to murder a brother. And as mortality is inherited, the die is cast for continuing troubles.
Genesis chapter 3 repays study again and again, not because it answers every desired question – some of which are agonising in the face of suffering – but because it does begin to describe our predicament. The Bible will not rest easy with human failures and patterns of hostility and disintegration, but they are nevertheless named for what they are. Naive optimism is misplaced.
In a nutshell the problem we shall have to live with, and potentially die with, is that we have been seduced into thinking that the world is to be loved (lusted after?)  for itself, or to put it another way, life is reckoned to be an end in itself. But to have seen life as anything other than a gift of God was our downfall. Religion may rescue us up to a point, but it is not without problems and challenges, and in any case death is the final enemy. So the story will lead us on.
But at this point, here in the second act, we are left to contemplate where we are heading. To be cast out into the wilderness is a challenge. Philosophers may come to conclude that since only despair ultimately lies ahead, our task is to work out how to live (or die) within that knowledge – so Bertrand Russell and Sartre, for example. Even without that, there are constant, very real possibilities of frustration and emptiness. Biblically we have it witnessed to by Ecclesiastes and even Paul in Romans ch.7, and it is all too readily around the corner.  Our agony is that we have become hard-wired distrustful beings. We will not readily trust one another (for good reason); but we also find it hard to trust God. Not one of us, in fact, is entirely up to it. And the devil is rarely far away. Thus history comes to repeat itself. We may hope to learn lessons but we will not always succeed, or remember. Truly we need a Saviour. 
Thus the Fall part of the story powerfully writes up two basic questions. What can we do in this life which is one day to end? What are our capacities and what are the limits of our capacities? As we reflect on that, there is the equally pressing question. What does God do with us in these so short days? What will God do and who is God? Creation up to the Fall tells us of a God who has wished to bless – to provide bounteously (Genesis 3.16). But a divine commandment, a divine warning, a divine word of truth: we disregard this at our peril (Genesis 3.17).  

